Colonic mucus is a key biological hydrogel that protects the gut from infection and physical damage and mediates host-microbe interactions and drug delivery. However, little is known about how its structure is influenced by materials it comes into contact with regularly. For example, the gut abounds in polymers such as dietary fibers or administered therapeutics, yet whether such polymers interact with the mucus hydrogel, and if so, how, remains unclear. Although several biological processes have been identified as potential regulators of mucus structure, the polymeric composition of the gut environment has been ignored. Here, we demonstrate that gut polymers do in fact regulate mucus hydrogel structure, and that polymer-mucus interactions can be described using a thermodynamic model based on Flory-Huggins solution theory. We found that both dietary and therapeutic polymers dramatically compressed murine colonic mucus ex vivo and in vivo. This behavior depended strongly on both polymer concentration and molecular weight, in agreement with the predictions of our thermodynamic model. Moreover, exposure to polymer-rich luminal fluid from germ-free mice strongly compressed the mucus hydrogel, whereas exposure to luminal fluid from specific-pathogen-free mice-whose microbiota degrade gut polymers-did not; this suggests that gut microbes modulate mucus structure by degrading polymers. These findings highlight the role of mucus as a responsive biomaterial, and reveal a mechanism of mucus restructuring that must be integrated into the design and interpretation of studies involving therapeutic polymers, dietary fibers, and fiber-degrading gut microbes.
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hydrogel | biophysics | biomaterials | polymers | mucus B iological hydrogels (including mucus, blood clots, and the extracellular matrix) provide critical functions, yet little is known about how their structure is influenced by materials they come into contact with regularly. For example, the environments of many hydrogels abound in polymers, such as dietary fibers (1, 2) or administered therapeutics (3) (4) (5) in the gut and soluble glycoproteins in tissues. Whether such polymers interact with these hydrogels, and if so, how, remains unclear. An important example is the case of colonic mucus, which protects the gut from infection and physical damage (6) (7) (8) , mediates drug delivery (9) , and mediates host-microbe interactions (10) in a structure-dependent manner; for example, a "tighter" mesh could impede the infiltration of microorganisms from the intestinal lumen (6, (11) (12) (13) . Mucus restructuring is typically attributed solely to changes in secretion (14) (15) (16) , or to the activity of specific enzymes (8, 17) , detergents (18) , or dextran sulfate sodium-induced inflammation (19) . However, the physicochemical properties of the gut environment itself-particularly its polymeric composition-have not been considered as a potential regulator of mucus structure. We therefore sought to characterize the structure of the colonic mucus hydrogel in the absence and in the presence of polymers.
Results
In Vivo Thickness of the Colonic Mucus Hydrogel. To probe the in vivo thickness of murine colonic mucus, we developed a labelfree technique that eliminates evaporation and avoids the use of any washing, fixative, labeling, or dehydrating agents that could alter mucus structure (SI Materials and Methods). We used freshly excised colon explants obtained from mice at least 8 wk oldwhose mucus hydrogel has been found to be fully developed and stable (20) -and gently removed the luminal contents using FC-40 oil, a fluorocarbon fluid that is immiscible with, and denser than, water. We opened each explant along the intestinal axis and mounted it flat, with its luminal surface facing upward and coated with FC oil. We then used an upright confocal microscope equipped with a dry objective lens to image, in three dimensions, the exposed epithelial surface and the oil overlying the adherent mucus hydrogel (Fig. 1A) .
We first identified both the epithelial surface ( Fig. S1 A and B) and the oil-mucus interface using confocal reflectance microscopy ( Fig. 1 B and C) ; the distance between the two provided a measure of the mucus hydrogel thickness. We measured a comparable mucus thickness of 67 ± 7 μm or 55 ± 5 μm (mean ± SEM, n = 6 or 3, P = 0.3) for control mice fed a standard chow diet or a sucrose solution (Fig. 1D) , consistent with previous measurements (8) . To investigate the role of polymers in altering mucus structure, we then fed mice the same sucrose solution, with added PEG, an uncharged polymer that is well-characterized, is often used as a therapeutic in the gut (3, 4) , and has minimal chemical interactions with biomolecules (21) . We used PEG of an average molecular weight ∼200 kDa and average radius of gyration R g,p ∼ 22 nm, denoted as PEG 200k. Unexpectedly, the mucus hydrogel was significantly thinner for these mice, 14 ± 2 μm (mean ± SEM, n = 6, P = 2 × 10 −4
; Fig.  1D ). This finding demonstrates that such polymers can in fact alter the structure of mucus.
Significance
Hydrogels are critical components of biological systems; however, how these structures are affected by polymers abundant in their environments (e.g., dietary fiber in the gut and soluble glycoproteins in tissues) remains unknown. Here we find that the colonic mucus hydrogel (a protective barrier and mediator of microbe-host interactions) is compressed by gut polymers. Surprisingly, the predictions of a simple thermodynamic model are able to describe our experiments on this complex biological system, providing insight into the underlying physics. Moreover, we find that gut microbes modulate mucus structure by degrading dietary polymers into smaller, noncompressing fragments. These findings reveal a mechanism of mucus restructuring and illustrate an unexpected interplay between diet, gut microbiota, and the biological structures that protect a host.
Ex Vivo Characterization of Colonic Mucus Hydrogel. To better understand this phenomenon, we modified our imaging approach so we could directly image the mucus hydrogel ex vivo while simultaneously controlling the physicochemical composition of the aqueous solution to which mucus is exposed (SI Materials and Methods). We again used freshly excised murine colon explants, cut open along the intestinal axis and mounted flat; instead of using FC oil as the test solution, we cleared the luminal contents and coated the luminal surface with cold saline to remove soluble components, including any polymers. We used a waterimmersion objective lens to identify the epithelial surface ( Fig. 2A ) and corroborated this with lectin staining (Fig. S1 C and D) . To identify the luminal surface of the mucus hydrogel, we deposited a solution of 1-μm-diameter microparticle probes onto the explant surface. These probes did not penetrate, but instead settled on top of, the mucus hydrogel, indicating that they were larger than its mesh size (Fig. 2C) . Previous studies have validated that this region of probe exclusion corresponds to the adherent mucus hydrogel (11, 19, 22, 23) ; we further confirmed this using lectin staining (Fig. S2) . Measuring the distance between the excluded probes (Figs. S3 and S4) and the underlying epithelial surface thus provided a measure of the mucus thickness, 75 ± 30 μm (mean ± SD), consistent with the distance measured when we imaged using FC oil and consistent with other reported measurements (8) . Hydrogel thickness did not change appreciably over an observation time of 2.5 h. We found similar results using probes of other sizes ( Fig. S5 A and B) : All probes 250 nm in diameter or larger were excluded from the mucus and yielded comparable mucus thickness values (Fig. 2E ). By contrast, probes 100 nm in diameter or smaller ( Fig. S5 C and D) penetrated the mucus and reached the underlying epithelium, indicating that they were smaller than the mesh size ( Fig. 2 B and E) . We concluded that the mesh size of the adherent mucus hydrogel was between 100-250 nm, in good agreement with measurements of the mesh size of other mucus hydrogels (24, 25) .
Having established a method for characterizing mucus hydrogel structure ex vivo, we next tested the influence of polymers. We placed a solution of the same PEG onto the explant surface, continually monitoring the mucus hydrogel thickness using the deposited microparticles. The PEG penetrated the mucus and reached the underlying epithelium ( Fig. S6 ) and this penetration was reversible, suggesting that strong PEG-mucus chemical interactions-such as complexation, which can play a role under different conditions than those explored here (SI Materials and Methods)-were absent (Fig. S7) . Nevertheless, the mucus hydrogel compressed by ∼50-60% of its initial thickness within ∼5-20 min (Fig. 2E) , and the level of compression seemed to be stable over an observation time of at least ∼100 min. We verified that any optical effects induced by the polymer solution did not appreciably affect the z measurements (Fig. S8) . Interestingly, compression was at least partly reversible; the mucus hydrogel reexpanded to ∼90% of its original thickness after PEG was removed by washing the explant. These findings suggest that the polymer-induced compression observed in the FC oil experiments could be reproduced and investigated further ex vivo.
Flory-Huggins Theory of Polymer-Induced Compression. Large nonpenetrating polymers have been used to osmotically compress synthetic hydrogels (26) and even the periciliary brush after mucus removal in the mammalian lung (27) . However, the possibility that even polymers small enough to penetrate a hydrogel could compress it was first recognized by Brochard in 1981 (28) and was subsequently investigated both theoretically and experimentally (29, 30) (further references are provided in SI Materials and Methods). In this case, hydrogel compression arises from a combination of enthalpic and entropic effects. For example, the polymers can reduce the effective solvent quality of the hydrogel environment, due to enthalpic interactions with the hydrogel network strands, forcing the hydrogel to reduce its hydrated volume and compress. Another effect arises from the free energy penalty associated with penetrating the hydrogel mesh: This can lead to an elevated polymer concentration, and therefore an elevated osmotic pressure, outside the hydrogel, which similarly forces the hydrogel to compress. Clarifying the role of these, and other, different effects remains unresolved, even for the case of synthetic hydrogels; however, such effects can be described collectively using the classic Flory-Huggins theory of polymer solutions (29, 30) . We therefore asked whether this physical framework could also describe polymer-induced compression of the colonic mucus hydrogel. Indeed, although the predictions of this theory have been experimentally verified using a few model synthetic hydrogels (30, 31) , its applicability to the more complex case of biological hydrogels such as colonic mucus is unclear. One signature of this form of compression is its tunability: More concentrated polymer solutions should induce more hydrogel compression (29, 30) . Consistent with this prediction, we found that mucus compression was tunable by PEG concentration (green points in Fig. 3B) .
To test the applicability of Flory-Huggins theory, we used the same theoretical framework (30) to describe our experimental system (details and limitations of this theory are described in SI Materials and Methods). We first modeled the mucus as a swollen, cross-linked hydrogel. We then considered how the addition of polymers changes the extent to which the mucus hydrogel is swollen and its equilibrium thickness. We made the simplifying assumption (30, 31 ) that the mucus behaves as an elastic gel on the timescale of our experiments, even though hydrogels, including colonic mucus, are known to be viscoelastic-they relax stresses over long times. This assumption is supported by our observations that the hydrogel thickness remained stable in either the uncompressed or polymer-induced compressed states (over observation times of at least ∼100 min). It is further supported by the reversibility of the observed compression. We therefore calculated the total free energy of the ternary solventmucus-polymer system, G, as the sum of the elastic free energy, which accounts for deformations of the individual mucus network strands, and the free energy of mixing the polymer and the solvent with the mucus hydrogel. We then used this total free energy to calculate the chemical potentials of both the added PEG and the solvent, μ P ≡ ∂G/∂n P and μ S ≡ ∂G/∂n S , respectively, both inside and outside of the mucus network; n P and n S are the respective numbers of moles:
Here, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, ν i is the volume fraction of species i, ν 0 M is the mucus hydrogel volume fraction in its initial preparation state, ϕ ≡ ν out P is the volume fraction of the free polymer in external solution, N M is the average number of segments in a mucus network strand, y is the number of segments in a polymer molecule, and χ ij is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, which quantifies enthalpic interactions, between species i and j; we denoted solvent, mucus, and free polymers as i = S, M, P, respectively. At thermodynamic equilibrium, μ in S = μ out S and μ in P = μ out P ; these equalities enabled us to numerically calculate the equilibrium mucus thickness for a given PEG concentration (details of calculations, parameters used, and sensitivity to parameters are described in SI Materials and Methods). Consistent with our experimental observations, the Flory-Huggins model predicted that exposure to PEG compresses the adherent mucus hydrogel. Moreover, the model predicted (green curve in Fig. 3A ) a similar dependence of mucus compression on PEG concentration as we measured in our experiments using microparticles (green points in Fig. 3B ).
Another key prediction of the model is that the extent of mucus compression should depend on the polymer molecular weight: For a given PEG concentration, smaller polymers should compress the mucus hydrogel less (Fig. 3A) . One intuitive explanation for this is the free energy penalty paid by PEG to penetrate the mucus, which is smaller for smaller polymers; thus, even though they can exert a larger osmotic pressure, smaller polymers are less likely to be excluded from the mucus hydrogel (Fig. S9E) and are expected to compress it less (Fig. 3C) . To test this prediction, we measured the extent of mucus compression induced by two smaller polymers, PEG 6k and PEG 400, characterized by R g,p ∼ 3 nm and 0.7 nm, respectively. These polymers again compressed the mucus hydrogel within 5 min, and the compression level seemed to be stable over an observation time of up to several hours. Despite the mean-field nature of the Flory-Huggins model, which is not expected to capture the full complexity of the experiments, we observed qualitative similarities between the calculations (Fig. 3A) and the experimental data (Fig. 3B) . We also found similar results for varying values of the model parameters (Fig. 3A and Fig. S9 A-D) . Moreover, the observed compression was similar for mice of different sexes and strains, for washed explants originating from germ-free or microbecolonized mice, for different buffers, in the presence and the absence of Mg 2+ ions, for buffers also containing protease inhibitor, for polymer solutions prepared using the liquid fraction of specific-pathogen-free (SPF) mice colonic contents instead of buffer, for experiments performed at 22°C or 37°C, and for a similar, but charged, polymer, demonstrating that our results were not an artifact of the choice of the animal model or details of experimental conditions. The similarity between the theoretical predictions and the experimental data suggests that FloryHuggins theory provides a physical description of the concentration and molecular weight dependence of the polymer-induced compression of colonic mucus and provides a foundation for more sophisticated modeling to better characterize the full complexity of this phenomenon (SI Materials and Methods). 
APPLIED PHYSICAL SCIENCES
Microbes Can Modulate Mucus Compression. Given the diversity of polymers abundant in fruits, vegetables, and food additives, we next asked whether dietary polymers could also compress colonic mucus. We tested three common dietary polymers: dextrin, pectin, and pullulan. Exposure to each of these polymer solutions caused the colonic mucus hydrogel to compress in a concentrationdependent manner (Fig. 4A) . Moreover, as with PEG, for a given polymer concentration, the larger polymers, pectin and pullulan, compressed the mucus more than the smaller polymer, dextrin. These observations demonstrate that, similar to the case of PEG, dietary polymers present in the gut can also induce mucus compression in a manner that depends on the physical properties of the polymers themselves. Given our results indicating that mucus compression can depend on the polymer molecular weight, we hypothesized that microbial degradation of polymers into smaller fragments (1, 2) may actively modulate compression in vivo. Indeed, we found that whereas pectin strongly compressed the colonic mucus hydrogel (Fig. 4A, blue points) , a small molecule, acetate-a typical product of pectin degradation and fermentation by gut microbes-did not (500 mM acetate compressed the mucus only by ∼10%). Moreover, using the wash-free FC oil methodology as in Fig. 1 , we found that the adherent mucus of germ-free (GF) mice was only ∼25% as thick as that of SPF mice in vivo (Fig. 4B) , consistent with previous observations (8, 32) . Thicker SPF mucus was previously attributed solely to altered mucus secretion by the host in response to the presence of microbes, and not to the difference in polymeric composition of the gut fluid. Given our results, however, we hypothesized that mucus compression by intestinal polymers may also contribute to this phenomenon: These polymers remain intact in GF mice, which lack the gut microbiota that normally degrade these polymers into smaller noncompressing fragments. In agreement with this hypothesis, washing the GF explant with excess cold saline, which should dilute out any polymers present in the sample, restored the mucus to the thickness observed in SPF mice (Fig. 4B) . This result was surprising, because it could not have been the result of a host response to the presence of microbes. To further test the effect of intestinal polymers on mucus compression, we isolated and analyzed the liquid fractions of the colonic contents of GF and SPF mice. As expected (Fig. S10) , the GF contents were enriched in higher-molecular-weight polymers compared with the SPF contents, reflecting polymeric degradation by the SPF gut microbiota. We therefore predicted that the GF contents would compress colonic mucus more than the SPF contents. In agreement with this prediction, whereas SPF contents did not appreciably compress colonic mucus, the GF contents compressed colonic mucus by ∼70% of its initial washed thickness, for washed explants obtained from either SPF or GF mice (Fig. 4C) . This finding indicates that gut microbes, by modifying the polymeric composition of intestinal contents, can actively modulate the compression state of the colonic mucus hydrogel (Fig. 4D) .
Discussion
This work highlights the role of mucus as a dynamic biomaterial that responds to the polymeric composition of its environment. Our experiments reveal a previously unknown mechanism by which polymers in the gut-including dietary fibers abundant in our diet and therapeutic polymers ingested to relieve intestinal distress-alter the structure of the colonic mucus hydrogel. We speculate that this phenomenon may play a role in studies involving dietary fibers or therapeutic polymers, or their metabolism by microbes, in the gut. This could potentially have considerable physiological consequences (e.g., altering the access of pathogens or endotoxins to the epithelium). Investigating these effects will be a valuable direction for future work.
The work presented here focused on mucus compression induced by PEG, an uncharged polymer that has minimal chemical interactions with biomolecules and is often used as a therapeutic in the gut. We also observed similar behavior for several dietary polymers, suggesting that exploring a wider range of gut polymers will be a useful direction for future experiments. Polymers are also commonly used for the fundamental characterization of mucus itself, with the assumption that they do not alter the hydrogel structure. For example, a polymer solution [e.g., optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound] is frequently used in cryosection experiments that seek to preserve mucus structure (e.g., refs. [33] [34] [35] [36] . The polymer-induced compression that we describe in this paper may affect such experiments; indeed, in preliminary experiments, we have found that OCT compound actually alters mucus structure considerably. Our work thus highlights the importance of understanding polymer-mucus interactions, and their resultant biological effects, in experimental design and interpretation.
Our data show that the extent of compression is strongly dependent on polymer concentration and molecular weight; this behavior is remarkably similar to the compression of synthetic hydrogels, which is known to arise from a combination of enthalpic and entropic effects. The role played by these different effects remains to be elucidated, even for the case of simple synthetic hydrogels. However, our data suggest that, similar to the synthetic case, polymer-induced compression of mucus-a complex biological hydrogel-can be described using Flory-Huggins theory. Our results thus motivate further work studying the physics underlying hydrogel compression, and the theoretical description presented here provides a basis for more sophisticated biophysical modeling that could incorporate effects such as nonisotropic structure of the mucus network (37) , viscoelastic relaxation of the mucus hydrogel, or electrostatic interactions (further outlined in SI Materials and Methods). This could lead to new strategies for designing polymer-based therapeutics to controllably and predictably alter the morphology of gut mucus. Moreover, this work provides a general biophysical compression measurements determined using (purple) ex vivo microparticle method or (gray) FC oil method, for explants from SPF or GF mice. Last bar in B shows measurements for washed GF explants. Data are presented as means ± SEM. We also found using our ex vivo method that SPF contents only compressed mucus on a GF explant by 5 ± 2% (n = 1). (D) Schematic depicting how microbial degradation of polymers alters mucus compression. framework for investigating similar, previously overlooked, polymerinduced effects in other biological hydrogels, such as airway mucus, cervico-vaginal mucus, or extracellular matrix in tissues.
Materials and Methods
Details of Animals Used. Except where otherwise noted, all mice were male or female SPF or GF C57BL/6 mice between 2-6 mo of age, fed a standard solid chow diet and given water for ad libitum consumption. The mice given only sucrose or only sucrose + PEG were first raised on a standard solid chow diet and given free access to water then maintained on a restricted diet consisting only of 5% (wt/vol) sucrose or 5% (wt/vol) sucrose + 7% (wt/vol) PEG 200k in 1× PBS (pH 7.4, without calcium and magnesium; Corning) given for ad libitum consumption for the 24-h period preceding euthanasia. All animal experiments were approved by the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). Mice were euthanized via CO 2 inhalation as approved by the Caltech IACUC in accordance with the American Veterinary Medical Association Guidelines on Euthanasia (38) .
Details of Microscopy. All imaging was performed using a Zeiss LSM 510 upright confocal microscope or a Zeiss LSM 880 upright confocal microscope, using either bright-field microscopy, confocal fluorescence microscopy (543-nm excitation/560-nm long-pass filter, or 488-nm excitation/505-nm long-pass filter), confocal reflectance microscopy (514-nm excitation/505-nm long-pass filter), or two-photon microscopy (800-nm excitation/650-nm long-pass filter). We collected 3D stacks consisting of multiple xy slices at different z positions.
Imaging of Unwashed Tissue. We euthanized each mouse, removed the colon, and immediately flushed it gently with Fluorinert FC 40 oil (3M), which is immiscible with the aqueous contents of the colon. We then immediately cut the colon segment open along the longitudinal axis and mounted the opened tissue (luminal surface facing upward) onto a glass slide or a Petri dish using GLUture topical tissue adhesive (Abbott). We then gently deposited ∼0.5-2 mL of additional FC 40 oil onto the exposed luminal surface. The FC 40 is immiscible with water and with the mucus hydrogel; this procedure thus retained the adherent mucus in its in vivo "unwashed" state and prevented it from dehydrating.
Imaging of Washed Tissue. We euthanized each mouse, removed the colon, and immediately flushed it gently with ice-cold 1× PBS and placed ∼1-cmlong segments of the midcolon in ice-cold PBS. We then cut and mounted the colon segments as described for unwashed tissues, always ensuring the explant surface was covered in PBS to prevent any dehydration. We then gently deposited the test solution onto the explant.
Thickness Measurements of Washed Mucus Hydrogel. In each experiment, after placing a suspension of 1-μm-diameter microparticles onto the exposed luminal surface, we incubated the tissue at 4°C for 1-2 h. We simultaneously imaged both the epithelium and the deposited microparticles using confocal or two-photon reflectance microscopy and determined the mucus thickness by measuring the distance between the epithelial surface and the deposited microparticles.
Quantifying Polymer-Induced Compression of Washed Mucus Hydrogel. After measuring the initial washed mucus thickness, we gently deposited ∼0.2-2 mL of the test polymer solution onto the exposed luminal surface then collected the same 3D stacks at the same xy fields of view and remeasured the distance between the epithelial surface and the deposited microparticles.
Flory-Huggins Model of Compression. We used the Flory-Huggins theory of polymer solutions to describe polymer interactions with the mucus hydrogel, treating the mucus as a cross-linked hydrogel swollen in a good solvent. First, we calculated the total free energy of the ternary solvent-mucus-polymer system, G, given by the sum of the elastic free energy, G el , which accounts for deformations of the individual mucus network strands, and the free energy of mixing the polymer and the solvent with the mucus hydrogel, G m . The total change in free energy is then ΔG = ΔG m + ΔG el , where ΔG m is given by the Flory-Huggins (30, 39, 40) free energy of mixing and ΔG el is given by rubber elasticity. At equilibrium, the chemical potentials of both the solvent and the free polymer, μ S ≡ ∂G/∂n S and μ P ≡ ∂G/∂n P , must be equal inside and outside of the mucus network; these equalities provided Eqs. 1-4, which represent the central result of the Flory-Huggins model and have been successfully used to describe polymer-induced compression of synthetic hydrogels (30) .
Experiments Using Liquid Fraction of Colonic Contents. Immediately after a mouse was euthanized, we collected its colonic contents in a polypropylene spin column with a 30-μm-pore-size filter (Thermo Scientific Pierce), always kept on ice, and centrifuged at 17,000 × g for 100 min at 4°C. We then collected the liquid supernatant from the collection tube. For each of the experiments shown in Fig. 4C , we incubated a washed explant with 1-μm microparticles and used two-photon microscopy to first measure the initial, washed mucus thickness. We then gently deposited 100 μL of the liquid fraction of colonic contents on the exposed luminal explant surface and reimaged to measure the change in mucus thickness. 
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